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Why You Lose DecodedThe game of Blackjack is not complicated. There are not very many rules.

The rules that they do have are easy to understand and not hard to learn. There are countless

books written to teach you all you need to know to quit that 9-5 job and head off to the casino and

make a fortune. Do you ever wonder why most people lose when they play, then? The game is not

difficult. There are experts everywhere to tell you how to win. Yet, when most people leave the

casino they leave with less money than they went with. Stop Looking For Silver Bullets The reason

why most people lose money playing blackjack is that they spend all of their time trying to find ways

to win. It could be card counting or some betting system. They are all designed to be some silver

bullet on how to win. My approach is different. I have spent hundreds of hours analyzing why people

lose money, not trying to figure out a way to win. If you understand why you lose, you increase your

chances of losing less and thus, winning more. Blackjack is a Simple Game There are many

reasons players lose at the table. I have come up with my top ten reasons that have been tested

and proven, and explained each in some detail. I believe if you limit your mistakes, figure out why

you are losing; it will go a long way in making your winning evenings even bigger. And better yet,

turn your losing evenings into winning ones. Good luck to all and happy hunting!!!!!!
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There's nothing new or interesting here - the same info any experienced gambler would give a

novice.The ebook was cheap and fast to read, so it has some value in reiterating some

fundamentals, like a coach would.

it doesn't tell you much about whatp to do when you have certain card but rather it tells you how to

be a decent player and how to keep your emotions in check. don't buy this book if you are looking

for a strategy that guarantees you hundred dollars revenue every hour, buy it because you enjoy

blackjack and want to know how to play it more professionally! i personally enjoyed this book very

much as a starter blackjack player.

I enjoyed the read of this book and can tell that the author has spent quite a bit of time at the table.

The low ratings given to this book by a few are completely unwarranted. I've been sitting at tables

for a very long-time and with a very high win ratio % wise and $ for years. I enjoyed that the book

has practical knowledge that for many people is badly needed. The turn in my career came when

some of these tips hit me and I started to apply them. I see many people losing at the table for

exactly some of these reasons.

Very short, very sweet. Worth every penny for the knowledge it contains and presents so precisely

when applied in actual blackjack play should be very valuable I expect. Thank you for writing this

book.

I enjoyed reading these tips! I'm actually guilty to many of them and NOW I know why I lost a couple

of weeks ago when visiting a casino in New York!! I've read a couple of books on how to win and

put the odds in your favor however these tips should be added to any method you attempt to follow.

Every one reading this post please just purchase these tips--you'll thank him and understand why

you lose to turn it around in your first sitting! Thank you!! Well my wallet and wife thank you more.

Horrible. First councils to always follow basic strategy than has a whole chapter on not splitting 88

against T for non-logical reasons.Does not understand difference between clumping of random

events and predictive power. Ie believes in streaks and bases his betting strategy on them.



This author doesn't give good advice, he gives silly, DEFEATIST advice that no respectable

blackjack player is ever going to listen to, especially the part about never splitting eights vs a ten,

that must have dropped right out of the sky because there is no real basis for it since this author is

not a real blackjack player to begin with. The other part of the book aka pamphlet that made my

eyebrows knit together in annoyance was the authors shrugging type of attitude about other players

that are not playing basic strategy (or any strategy at all) was only other players "perception" of what

was going on and that we should mind our own business...really?? No, we have a vested interest in

creating more wins than losses by playing our cards right so it IS our business and any player worth

their salt will speak up and say something about it (giving voice to what others are thinking) and they

will be glad that someone pushed back against the ridiculous, idiotic, non-thinking, wet behind the

ears type of players that cost the table $$$ more times than you can ever shake a stick at.Myself

and a friend were shopping kindle eBooks and my friend was curious about the "art of losing" so for

.99 we purchased it and at least had a good laugh at the child-like way it was written and how

non-useful it was.The WORSE blackjack book I've ever read!!
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